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Aims of the course: 
The course consists of analyzing the processes of economic transition in general, as 
well as in particular historical instances. The emphasis is laid-but not exclusively-on 
the central European experience. As a prerequisite for analyzing the dynamics of 
transition it deals with the workings of non-market economic systems, especially the 
centrally planned state-managed economies. Topics also include each system's 
ideological foundations, institutional structure and economic decision-making 
mechanisms. Each of the competing approaches to transitions is dealt with 
separately. Theoretical conclusions are supplemented by empirical evidence in the 
form of case studies. 
 
Learning outcomes and competences: 
The main objective of the course is to provide students with understanding of the 
working of nonmarket systems and explain the challenges that the economic 
transition to market capitalism necessarily entails. 
 
Course content: 
1. Introduction, relevance of economic systems among causes of economic growth 
2. Theory and classification of economic systems; Intellectual sources of socialism 
3. True reality of socialist countries - why economic transformation was required 
4. Did socialism have to fail? 
5. Where to go? Economic freedom needed failures of capitalism 
6. Why institutions matter and how to change them 
7. Overview of Czech transition, price deregulation, trade liberalization 
8. Privatization 
9. Fiscal and monetary policy 
10. Labor market and social policy 
11. Impact of EU on economic transition 
 
Grading scale: 

 

 
 
 

100 - 90 A Excellent 

89 - 75 B Very Good 

74 - 60 C Good 

59 and less F Failure 



Teaching methods and workload (hours of workloads): 
Participation in the course  24 hours 
Preparation for lectures/seminars  40 hours 
Preparation for the final test  40 hours 
Total  104 hours 
 
Assessment methods (weight): 
Active lecture/seminar/workshop participation  30 % 
Final test  70 % 
Total – maximum 100 % 
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